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Executive Summary

Background
It is predicted that the world’s population will exceed 9 billion by 2050. Ensuring a secure supply of crop plants for nutritious food, feed, fiber, and commercial uses is therefore a significant challenge for the years ahead. To meet this global need, crop production must be increased significantly, which requires a better understanding not only of the genetics that underpin agriculturally important traits but also how such traits are affected by growing conditions. Understanding how particular genotypes result in set phenotypes under specific environments is not only a goal important to implement sustainable production globally, but also a central question for modern biology as a discipline. Put another way, how are the observable physical or biochemical characteristics of an organism determined by the interaction of both genetic makeup and the environment? Linking complex traits with genetics and the environment requires skills in plant sciences, engineering, and data analytics and depends heavily on access to extensive, complex, computable datasets.

Activities
An interdisciplinary group of US and EU researchers met over the course of three workshops to discuss and identify key challenges in plant biology and applied breeding with emphasis on managing the datasets derived from the use of so called "high-throughput phenotyping" tools. The goals of these workshops were to identify obstacles to the development of a more data-enabled research environment for plant sciences and to develop a roadmap to support data management and data sharing. Invited speakers delivered presentations at these various venues on the broad topics of phenotyping, data collection, and information management to catalyze broad discussion. Panel discussions and brainstorming sessions engaged participants in open dialogue to articulate anticipated research trajectories and related challenges in the realms of data collection, management, and access for plant sciences research. Themes uncovered are described here. It is our hope that these findings and suggested strategies to enable concerted research efforts will serve to coordinate activities in support of data-driven research among funding entities, academic institutions, federal laboratories, independent research institutes, and beyond, thus contributing to the needed scale-change in agricultural gains required to support humanity over the coming years.
Findings
Across all venues, the group was unified in its perspective that **improved communication and collaboration opportunities that span national, international, and disciplinary boundaries are needed to share the current state-of-the-art and knowledge.** There are some national and international efforts to promote discussions and international collaborations, but these mainly occur through self-organization among scientists rather than via specifically funded strategic efforts. In the absence of increased, well supported community building activities, efforts to solve the same basic technical challenges will continue to develop in parallel and will negatively impact the rate of research. Such research coordination-building efforts are needed among scientists across diverse disciplines (e.g., plant sciences, engineering, and data sciences) as well as among the leaders of the agencies that fund plant sciences research to identify mechanisms to encourage collaborative activities across national and disciplinary boundaries. To achieve integrated research that involves the development and use of novel sensing instrumentation and data management and analysis principles for plant biological research, not only is collaboration with colleagues outside researchers’ primary fields of expertise needed, **education and trans-disciplinary training opportunities at all career stages are critically needed.** We encourage a multi-pronged approach to training including, e.g., the development of explicit graduate opportunities, summer courses for students, postdocs, faculty, and staff, and immersion experiences for re-tooling (e.g., sabbatical work). As useful tools and data collection methods are developed and researchers acquire skills needed to collect large-scale, multifaceted datasets, **the development of standards, methods, and best practices to share the information gathered in machine-readable and computable formats will become key to maximizing impacts of research** through data discovery and re-use. Finally, the group recognized that the best of efforts among individual scientists and teams of researchers will ultimately fall short of their goals regarding 21st century science practice without commensurate institutional innovations. Reward structures in many academic institutions continue to give preeminent recognition to solo-authored work, published results over published data products, and scholarship in the home-discipline content domain at the expense of scholarship in the kinds of emergent, transdisciplinary domains favored by data scientists. To adapt to the changing research climate, **institutions of higher education and their peer organizations operating outside of the academy will need to make fundamental changes in reward structures** that incentivize: a) the sharing of data, b) more extensive involvement of individual faculty in transdisciplinary and trans-institutional research collaborations, c) equality of recognition for research products outside of a researcher’s area of domain expertise, and d) enlargement of the definition of scientific scholarship to include the kinds of data rich activities at the center of data science. Failure to modernize reward structures in these and related areas will likely slow the pace of scientific discovery and mitigate current efforts aimed at building a more integrated, collaborative scientific scholarly community.